
MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS1N.I. Shepherd{Barron and R. Taylor2DPMMS, Cambridge University, 16 Mill Lane, Cambridge CB2 1SB, U.K.IntroductionWe shall call a simple abelian variety A=Q modular if it is isogenous (over Q )to a factor of the Jacobian of a modular curve. In this paper we shall call arepresentation � : GQ!GL2(�Fl ) modular if there is a modular abelian variety A=Q ,a number �eld F=Q of degree equal to dimA, an embedding OF ,! End(A=Q) anda homomorphism � : OF!�Fl such that � is equivalent to the action of GQ on theker � torsion points of A. If � is modular in our sense then there exists a Heckeeigenform f and a homomorphism from the ring generated by its Fourier coe�cientsto �Fl such that Tr �(Frobp) is congruent to the eigenvalue of Tp on f modulo ker �for almost all primes p. (One may further assume either that f is of weight 2and cuspidal, or that it has level coprime to l.) If � is irreducible then � beingmodular is equivalent to the existence of a Hecke eigenform f related to � in thisway. (This follows from the results of [AS].) However if � is reducible then ourde�nition appears to be stronger than requiring the existence of such an f , even ifwe insist that f be cuspidal of weight 2. (This is because the existence of such anf depends only on the semi-simpli�cation of � not on � itself.)Serre [S2] has conjectured that any continuous irreducible homomorphism � :GQ ! GL2(�Fl ) with odd determinant is modular. Very little is known aboutthis conjecture. It has been proved for representations � : GQ ! GL2(F2) and� : GQ ! GL2(F3). In both cases this can be achieved by lifting � to a continuousodd irreducible representation GQ ! GL2(O), where O is the ring of integers ofsome number �eld, and then using the Langlands-Tunnell theorem which assertsthat this latter representation is modular of weight 1 (see [L] and [T]). This makesessential use of the fact that GL2(F2) and GL2(F3) are soluble.The purpose of this paper is to treat Serre's conjecture in two further cases wherethe image of � is no longer soluble. We show that if � : GQ ! GL2(F5) is unrami�edat 3 and has determinant the cyclotomic character then � is modular. We also showthat if � : GQ ! GL2(F4) is unrami�ed at 3 and 5 then � is modular. We do thisby proving �rst that � (up to twist) can be realized on respectively the 5{divisionpoints on an elliptic curve over Q and the 2{division points of an Abelian surfacewith multiplication by OQ(p5) over Q . (In fact we prove this over any given �eld ofcharacteristic zero. Since SL2(F4) is isomorphic to A5, this can be stated as follows:given any quintic polynomial over a �eld K of characteristic zero, its splitting �eldcan be obtained by adjoining �rst the square root of the discriminant d and then the1AMS subject classi�cation : (primary) 11F41, 11G10, 14G05, 14G35.2Current address: Dept. of Mathematics, Harvard University, 1 Oxford St., Cambridge,MA02138, USA. This author was partially supported by an EPSRC advanced fellowship.1



2 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR32-division points of an abelian surface with multiplication by OQ(p5) de�ned overK(pd).) We then use a recent result of Wiles (see [W]), as completed in [TW] andextended in [D], to show that these abelian varieties are modular (using respectivelytheir 3-adic and the p5-adic Tate modules). We remark that the rami�cationconditions arise for technical reasons and do not seem to be essential to the method.On the other hand the restriction on the determinant for representations toGL2(F5)does seem to be essential to the method.Wiles has asked (private communication) whether in fact any continuous inde-composable homomorphism � : GQ ! GL2(�Fl ) with odd determinant is modu-lar. He has (unpublished) answered this question a�rmatively for representations� : GQ ! GL2(F3), by exploiting the fact that in this case any odd, reducible butindecomposable representation must have dihedral image. Our methods give ana�rmative answer to Wiles' question for representations � : GQ ! GL2(F5) whichhave determinant the cyclotomic character and which are unrami�ed at 3; as wellas to representations � : GQ ! GL2(F4) which are unrami�ed at 3 and 5.The question of realizing Galois groups of number �elds as the action of Galoison division points of Abelian varieties, especially elliptic curves, has a long history,going back at least to Hermite [H]; see also Klein [K] and for a modern explanationSerre [S1]. Our results seem to be new for the group GL2(F4), while one of us(RT) explained to Wiles in 1992 that the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture impliedthe result for GL2(F5) (see [W]).x1. Elliptic curves and mod 5 representations.If N � 3 is an integer we will let XN=Q denote the �ne moduli scheme of ellipticcurves E with an isomorphism E[N ] �= �N � Z=NZ, where �N denotes the groupscheme of N th roots of unity and where the isomorphism takes the Weil pairing onE[N ] to the standard pairing on �N � Z=NZ:(�1; a1)� (�2; a2) 7! �a12 =�a21 :We will let E ! XN denote the universal elliptic curve. It is known that XN=Q issmooth, geometrically irreducible and of dimension 1. We will let XN denote theunique smooth projective model of its function �eld. Then XN � XN . (In factXN is the �ne moduli space of generalised elliptic curves all whose geometric �bresare either smooth or N -gons together with a level N structure in the above sense(see [DR]).)If we �x a primitive N th root of unity �N then the action of SL2(Z=NZ) on(�N � Z=NZ)=Q(�N ) induces a homomorphism�N : SL2(Z=NZ)�! Aut(E ! XN )(Q(�N )):Moreover if �N : GQ ! (Z=NZ)� denotes the cyclotomic character then we havethat �(�N(�)) = �N ���N (�) 00 1����N (�)�1 00 1�� :Because of the uniqueness of the smooth projective model we see that this actionextends uniquely to one on XN .



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS4 3LetK be a �eld of characteristic zero. Let � : GK ! GL2(Z=NZ) be a continuousrepresentation with det � = �N . We de�ne�� : GK �! Aut(E ! XN )(K)by � 7�! �N ��(�)��N (�)�1 00 1�� :This is a 1-cocycle; that is, ��(��) = ��(�)�(��(�)). We de�ne E� ! X� to be thetwist of E ! XN by ��, and we will denote by X� � X� the twist of XN � XN .If x 2 X�(K) and if Ex denotes the �bre of E� above x then the action of GK onEx[N ] is via the representation �, i.e.i(�a) = �(�)i(a):Lemma 1.1. If � : GK ! GL2(F5) and det � = �5 then X� �= P1=Q .Proof. It is well known that X5 �= P1=Q . (See for instance [RS]. Alternatively notethat X5 is geometrically isomorphic to P1 and has a point de�ned over Q . Onesuch is provided by the elliptic curve y2 � 10xy � 11y = x3 � 11x2 another by thegeneralised elliptic curve with smooth locus Gm � Z=5Z.) We can think of �� asgiving an element of H1(GK ; PSL2(K)). We must show that this element is trivial.It su�ces to show that it comes from an element of H1(GK ; SL2(K)) = (0). Forthis it su�ces to check that �5 : SL2(F5) ! PSL2(K) lifts to a homomorphism~�5 : SL2(F5)! SL2(K) also satisfying~�5���5(�) 00 1����5(�)�1 00 1�� = �(~�5(�));for all � 2 GK and � 2 SL2(F5).Note that �5 : PSL2(F5) ,! PSL2(K). As PSL2(F5) has no two dimensionalnon-trivial representation and a unique non-trivial double cover (see [A] page 2) wesee that the preimage of �5(SL2(F5)) in SL2(K) is isomorphic to SL2(F5). Thus�5 lifts to a homomorphism ~�5 : SL5(F5) ! SL2(K), and moreover as SL2(F5) isperfect this lift is unique. Because of this uniqueness we see that� 7�! �(~�5)���5(�)�1 00 1����5(�) 00 1��must equal ~�5, as desired.Theorem 1.2. Let K be a �eld of characteristic zero and let � : GK ! GL2(F5)be a homomorphism with det � = �5. Then there exists an elliptic curve E=K suchthat � is equivalent to the representation of GK on E[5], and if K is a number �eldwe may further suppose that the image of GK in Aut(E[3]) contains SL2(F3).Proof. For the �rst part we need only note that X� has a K-rational point being anon-empty Zariski open subset of P1=K. For the second part let Y�=X� denote thequotient of f(a; b) 2 (E� �X� E�)[3]jha; bi 6= 1g



4 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR5by the equivalence relation (a; b) � (�a; b). Then geometrically Y� is isomorphic toX15 and so is geometrically irreducible. Moreover Y� ! X� is �nite of degree 24.If K is a number �eld we can �nd (by Hilbert irreducibility) a point x 2 X�(K)such that if y is a point of Y � above x then [K(y) : K] = 24. Then if E denotesthe �bre of E� at x we see that the action of GK on E[5] is via �. Moreover[K(E[3]) : K] � 24, and so, as GL2(F3) has a unique subgroup of index 2, we seethat the image of GK in Aut(E[3]) contains SL2(F3).We remark that lemma 1.1 remains valid with the prime 3 replacing 5. Essentiallythe same argument applies, since PSL2(F3) has a unique non-trivial double coverand although SL2(F3) is not perfect it has no character of order two. However, thereare representations � : GK ! GL2(Z=4Z) with cyclotomic determinant that cannotbe realized on the 4-division points of an elliptic curve. For example, suppose thatK = Q , c is complex conjugation and �(c) = ��1 22 1�. Then � cannot be liftedto a �-adic representation for any � dividing 2.x2. Abelian surfaces with trivial level 2 structure.Let W = F24 and �x an alternating pairing h ; i :W �W ! F2 by(a1; a2)� (b1; b2) 7! trF4=F2(a1b2 � a2b1):Let � = (1+p5)=2, let O = Z[�], let � denote the non-trivial involution of O=Z andidentifyO=2 �= F4 . We will denote the group of automorphisms ofW as an F2 vectorspace together with its alternating pairing by Sp4(F2). We will denote by SL2(F4)the subgroup preserving the O structure. We will let fSL2(F4) denote the subgroupgenerated by SL2(F4) and the element � . There is a bijection fi; jg 7! wfi;jg fromcardinality 2 subsets of f1; :::; 6g to W � f0g such that: wfi;jg + wfj;kg = wfi;kg ifi; j; k are all distinct; wfi;jg + wfk;lg = wfm;ng if fi; j; k; l;m; ng = f1; :::; 6g; andhwS ; wT i � #S \ T mod 2 (see [DO] page 142). Fix such an isomorphism. It givesrise to an isomorphism S6 ~!Sp4(F2), and hence to an embedding ~| : fSL2(F4) ,! S6.This embedding arises from the action of fSL2(F4) on its Sylow 5-subgroups, suitablynumbered.By a principally polarised abelian surface with full level 2 structure we shallmean an abelian surface A together with a principal polarisation � : A ~!A_ and anisomorphism � : W ~!A[2] which takes the Weil pairing onto our standard pairingon W . By an HB principally polarised abelian surface with full level 2 structurewe shall mean the same data but in addition a homomorphism i : O ! End(A)such that for all x 2 O we have i(x)_ � � = � � i(x) and such that the actionof O on A[2] matches (via �) that on W . We will let A2=Q denote the coarsemoduli scheme of principally polarised abelian surfaces with full level two structureand H2=Q the coarse moduli scheme of HB principally polarised abelian surfaceswith full level two structure. Note that A2 has a natural action of Sp4(F2) andthat H2 has a natural action of fSL2(F4) (where � acts by sending (A; �; i; �) to(A; �; i � �; � � �)). We have a natural morphism H2 ! A2, compatible with theinclusion fSL2(F4) ,! Sp4(F2).We will also let H2p5 denote the �ne moduli space of quintuples (A; �; i; �; �)where (A; �; i; �) is a principally polarised HB abelian surface with full level two



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS6 5structure and where � : �5�Z=5Z ~!A[p5] takes the standard pairing on �5�Z=5Zto the Weil pairing on A[p5]. (We remark that one can de�ne a Weil pairing onA[p5] by pulling back the standard pairing between A[p5] and A_[p5_] and usingthe fact that i(p5)_ � � = � � i(p5).) Equivalently H2p5 is the moduli space ofsextuples (A; �; i; �; C; P ) where (A; �; i; �) is a principally polarised HB abeliansurface with full level two structure, C � A[p5] is a subgroup of order 5 andP 2 A[p5] � C. (Associate (A; �; i; �; �) to (A; �; i; �; �(�5); �(1; 1)). Converselygiven (A; �; i; �; C; P ) de�ne � by �(1; 1) = P and �(�; 0) = Q� where Q� 2 C andthe Weil pairing of Q� and P equals �.)We have the usual analytic description of H2p5 as�2p5nGL+2 (R)2=K1;where �2p5 is the subgroup of SL2(O) consisting of matrices congruent to 1 mod-ulo 2p5; GL+2 (R) denotes the elements of GL2(R) of positive determinant andK1 denotes the commutator in GL+2 (R)2 of an element I0 satisfying I20 = �1(I0 is unique up to conjugation and multiplication by (�1;�1)). In particularH2p5 is geometrically irreducible. (We briey recall how this analytic descrip-tion of H2p5 is obtained. If we �x a primitive 5th root of unity in C then togive a quintuple (A; �; i; �; �)=C is the same as giving the following data. A�nitely generated torsion free O-module � of rank 2; a perfect alternating pair-ing e : � � � ! Z such that e(ax; y) = e(x; ay) if a 2 O and x; y 2 �; anisomorphism � : W ~!(1=2�)=� as F4 -vextor spaces with an alternating pairing;an isomorphism � : F25 ~!(1=p5�)=� taking the standard alternating pairing on F25to the one induced by e on (1=p5�)=�; and an element I 2 AutO
ZR(� 
Z R)such that I2 = �1 and (x; y) 7! e(x; Iy) is a symmetric positive de�nite bilinearform on � 
Z R. Because O has class number 1 we may take � = O2, e to bethe pairing (x1; x2) � (y1; y2) 7! trQ(p5)=Q(x1y2 � x2y1)=p5) and � and � to bethe obvious maps. The automorphisms of this structure are �2p5. It remains todescribe the possible choices for I. As AutO
ZR(� 
ZR) �= GL2(R)2 , we need apair I = (I1; I2) 2 GL2(R)2 such that I2 = �1. Then we have automatically that(x; y) 7! e(x; Iy) is symmetric. There is a unique GL2(R)2 -conjugacy class of pos-sible I, which splits into four GL+2 (R)2 -conjugacy classes. A unique one of thesemakes (x; y) 7! e(x; Iy) positive de�nite.)We now proceed to describe some concrete models for H2 and A2. Our aim issimply to introduce a certain model Y for H2 and to prove proposition 2.5.Let A�2 (resp. H�2) denote the Satake compacti�cation of A2 (resp. H2). Thenthere is an embedding A�2 ,! P4 given by the modular forms of weight 2 (whichare spanned by the 4th powers of the 10 even theta-nulls). Moreover the image isa quartic hypersurface and the action of Sp4(F2) is by linear transformations of P4(see [vG] pages 217-218). Consider the map H�2� !A�2 ,! P4. It is given by somespace of weight 2 modular forms on H2. This space must be fSL2(F4)-invariant.The full space of weight two modular forms on H2 gives an embedding H�2 ,! P4and the image is the intersection of a quadric and a quartic (see [vG] page 190-191). Moreover the action of fSL2(F4) �= S5 is by its permutation representationon P4 (loc. cit.). Thus the map H�2� !A�2 � P4 is given by projection onto anfSL2(F4)-invariant subspace of P4. Using the explicit equations (over C ) for theimage of H�2 ,! P4 it is not hard to see that none (of the 3) projections to proper



6 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR7invariant subspaces is injective on H2. Thus the weight two modular forms on A2must restrict to the whole space of weight two modular forms on H2. MoreoverH�2 � A�2 � P4, with A�2 a quartic hypersurface and H�2 the intersection of a quadricand a quartic. Degree considerations show that H�2 is a quadric section of A�2. Theintersection of the singular locus of A�2 (i.e. A�2 �A2) with H�2 is contained in thesingular locus of H�2 (i.e. H�2 �H2) (because H2 !A2).Consider the space Pn1 = PGL2n(Pn1 )ss (see for example [DO]). There is a naturalmap � : Pn+11 !Pn1 , which is easily seen to be a P1-bundle in the Zariski topologyon the stable locus (Pn1 )s (see chapter II of [DO]). It also comes equipped withn-sections s1; :::; sn which are induced by the mapssi : Pn1�!Pn+11a1 � :::� an 7! a1 � :::� an � ai:The symmetric group Sn acts on Pn1 and Pn+11 so that these actions commute with� and so that � � si = s�i � �:The variety P 61 can be identi�ed with the closed subset of P5 de�ned byP61 zi =P61 z3i = 0 (see page 16 of [DO]). Note that Out(S6) �= C2 (see [A] page 4). If wedenote the embedding P 61 ,! P5 by � then we have that for all z 2 P 61 and all� 2 S6: (� � �(z))�y(i) = (�(z))iwhere y : S6!S6 is some non-inner automorphism. (If it were inner we could assumethat (� � �(z))�i = (�(z))i. Then the �1 eigenspace of the involution � = (12) on(R61)1 (see [DO] page 9) would have dimension 1, but in the notation of [DO] page15 both t0 and t2 are �1 eigenvectors, a contradiction.) The stable locus (P 61 )scoincides with the smooth locus of P 61 (see [DO] page 31) which can be identi�edas P 61 less the 15 S6-conjugates of (1 : 1 : 1 : �1 : �1 : �1). (Although [DO] workover C the arguments for these facts work equally well over Q .)Over the open subset U of P 61 where the sections s1; :::; s6 are distinct, we havea principally polarised abelian surface with full level two structure obtained as theJacobian of a hyperelliptic curve over U which maps 2 : 1 to P 71 jU rami�ed exactly ats1; :::; s6. This gives a morphism U !A2, which is injective on geometric points byTorelli's theorem. As P 61 and A2 are both three dimensional we obtain a birationalequivalence P 61� !A�2 which gives an isomorphism between U and the open subsetof A2 corresponding to Jacobians. Under this equivalence the Sp4(F2) action onA2 is compatible with the S6 action on P 61 under our isomorphism Sp4(F2) �= S6(see [DO] page 142).Lemma 2.1. The birational equivalence between P 61 � P4 and A�2 � P4 is given byprojective duality (up to an automorphism of P4).Proof. By Thomae's formula (see [M] page 120), the fact that A�2 ,! P4 is given bythe 4th powers of the 10 even theta-nulls and the formulae in [DO] pages 15-17 wesee that it is given by quadratic expressions in the coordinates of P 61 � P4. As arepresentation of S6 these span a space isomorphic to Symm2W5 �=W1�W5�W9where Wi is an irreducible representation of dimension i. As the rational mapP 61� !A�2 � P4 is equivariant for a linear S6 action on P4 we see that it is given



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS8 7by the unique irreducible 5-dimensional space of quadratic functions on P 61 � P4.Such a space is provided by the space spanned by the partial derivatives of thede�ning equation of P 61 � P4. The lemma follows. �Let Y denote the smooth cubic surface in P4 de�ned by P51 yi = P51 y3i = 0.Note that the permutation action of S5 on P4 preserves Y and so we get an action ofS5 on Y (so that (�(y))�i = (y)i). Let Y 1 denote Y less the 10 S5-conjugates of (0 :0 : 0 : 1 : �1), let ~Y denote Y blown up in the 10 S5-conjugates of (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : �1)and let Y 0 denote Y less the 15 lines which are S5 conjugate to (s : �s : t : �t : 0).According to [vG] pages 190-191 we have the following facts. The surface Y isbirationally equivalent to H�2 in such a way that the fSL2(F4) action on H�2 goesover to the S5 action on Y under an isomorphism fSL2(F4) �= S5 (which is uniqueup to inner automorphism: this can be easily deduced from Out(A5) �= C2, see [A]page 2). We �x such a birational equivalence and the corresponding isomorphismfSL2(F4) �= S5. Moreover Y 0 becomes isomorphic to an open subset of H2. Thebirational map Y� !H�2 � P4 is given (up to automorphism of P4) by(y1 : ::: : y5) 7! (1=y1 : ::: : 1=y5):It can be factored Y  ~Y ! H�2, where ~Y ! H�2 contracts the strict transformsof the �ve hyperplane sections Y \ fyi = 0g to the �ve singular points of H�2 butis otherwise an isomorphism. (The arguments of [vG] are over C but work equallywell over Q . To explain this we will use for the rest of this paragraph the notationof pages 190-191 of [vG]. Note that the sheaf of weight two modular forms on X�,the set of cusps and the action of fSL2(F4) are all de�ned over Q . As each cusp isstabilised by a di�erent subgroup of fSL2(F4) we see that each cusp is individuallyde�ned over Q . The Eisenstein series Ei span the space of weight 2 modular forms.The only ones that vanish at all cusps except cusp 0 are the scalar multiples of E0.Thus replacing E0 by some scalar multiple we may assume that it is de�ned overQ . As a subgroup of fSL2(F4) of index 5 �xes the line generated by E0 we see thatE0 has 5 fSL2(F4)-conjugates all de�ned over Q . Replacing the Ei by these newconjugates, it is now clear that the arguments of [vG] work over Q .)We will let E denote the sum of the exceptional divisors of ~Y ! Y and ~H thepull back of the hyperplane section H of Y . Note that the sum of the exceptionaldivisors of ~Y !H�2 is the sum of the strict transforms of the 5 hyperplane sectionsY \ fyi = 0g of Y . Hence it is linearly equivalent to 5 ~H � 3E.Lemma 2.2. Y contains 6 disjoint lines each de�ned over Q (p5) which are per-muted amongst themselves by the action of A5.Proof. The A5 orbit of the lineft1(1 : �1 : � : �� : 0) + t2(0 : �� : � : �1 : 1))gwill do. �Corollary 2.3. The pull back under ~Y ! H�2 � P4 of a hyperplane section islinearly equivalent to 4 ~H � 2E.Proof. The rational map Y� !H�2 � P4 is given by a system of quartics whoseonly base points are the 10 S5-conjugates of (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : �1). Thus the pull



8 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR9back to ~Y of a hyperplane section is 4 ~H plus a divisor supported on the exceptionaldivisors of ~Y ! Y . Because the S5 action on ~Y is compatible with a linear actionon H�2 � P4 we see that the pull back of a hyperplane section of H�2 de�nes anS5-invariant class in Pic( ~Y ). Thus it is of the form 4 ~H +mE. On the other handif E1 denotes the preimage of (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : �1) in ~Y then the image of E1 in H�2is the conic consisting of points (a : b : c : 0 : 0) such that ab+ bc + ca = 0. Thus�m = (E1; 4 ~H +mE) = 2 and the corollary follows. �The image of H2 in A2 contains a point corresponding to a Jacobian (e.g. theJacobian of y2 = x(x5 � 1)). Thus the composite of rational mapsj : Y� !H�2 �! A�2� !P 61makes sense. The actions of fSL2(F4) �= S5 and of S6 are compatible with ~| :fSL2(F4) ,! S6.Lemma 2.4. The rational map j is in fact a morphism and, up to conjugation byan element of S6 is given by j : Y �! P 61 �= Z(y) 7! (4y21 � s : 4y22 � s : 4y23 � s : 4y24 � s : 4y25 � s : s);where s = y21 + y22 + y23 + y24 + y25.Proof. The action of S5 on ~Y is compatible with a linear action on P 61 � P4 and sothe pull back under j of a hyperplane section of P 61 de�nes an S5 invariant class inPic( ~Y ). The mapH�2 ,!A�2� !P 61 � P4 is given by a linear system of cubics whoseonly base points are the intersection of H�2 with the singular locus of A�2 and so arecontained in the singular locus of H�2. Thus the pull back of a hyperplane sectionof P 61 to ~Y is of the form 3(4 ~H � 2E) plus a divisor supported on the exceptionaldivisors of ~Y !H�2. Using the S5 invariance we see that it must in fact be3(4 ~H � 2E)� r(5 ~H � 3E) = (12� 5r) ~H + 3(r � 2)E;where r 2 Z�0.We will show that under ~Y� !P 61 an irreducible component Ei of E getscontracted to a point. According to [vG] pages 190-191 the image of Ei in H�parametrises principally polarised abelian surfaces which split as a product of twoelliptic curves. Hence by [vG] page 217 we see that the image of Ei in A� is con-tained in the locus of vanishing of some theta-null. However it is not di�cult tosee that the hyperplane de�ned by the vanishing of a theta-null is tangent to A atevery point on its intersection with A. It follows that Ei is contracted to a point inP 61 . (To verify the fact that the hyperplane de�ned by the vanishing of a theta-nullis tangent to A at every point of contact with A we use the model of A� � P5 givenin the notation of page 217 of [vG] by s1 = s22 � 4s4 = 0. We see that the singularlocus of A� consists of the S6 conjugates of the line (r : r : s : s : t : t) wherer + s + t = 0. Finding the six sets of �ve disjoint lines of singularity we see thatwith a suitable numbering the triple f�12; �13; �23g (see [vG] page 216) becomesthe set of lines f(r : s : t : r : s : t); (r : s : t : s : t : r); (r : s : t : t : r : s)g. Theunique hyperplane containing these three lines is x1 + x2 + x3 = x4 + x5 + x6 = 0



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS10 9and so the 10 S6-conjugates of this hyperplane are the 10-hyperplanes de�ned bythe vanishing of an even theta-null. These hyperplanes each meet A� in a quadrictaken with multiplicity 2.Hence either we have (E; (12�5r) ~H+3(r�2)E) = 0 or ~Y� !P 61 has base pointson E. We deduce that either r = 2 or that all points in the intersection of E withan exceptional divisor of ~Y� !H�2 are in the base locus of ~Y� !P 61 (because thebase locus is S5 invariant). In the latter case ((12�5r) ~H+3(r�2)E; 5 ~H�3E) � 30and so r � 2. On the other hand (12� 5r) ~H + 3(r� 2)E must be e�ective so thatr � 2. We deduce that r = 2 and that the pull back under j of a hyperplane sectionis linearly equivalent to 2H on Y .Let V � j2Hj be the linear system de�ning j. As a representation of S5 we haveV � Symm2 V4 �= V1�V4�V5, where V1 is the trivial representation, V1�V4 is the5-dimensional permutation representation and V5 is an irreducible 5-dimensionalrepresentation. Thus V = V1 � V4 and is spanned by y21; :::; y25. Using the S5-symmetry and letting s = y21 + ::: + y25 we see that up to composition with anelement of S6j : (y1 : ::: : y5) 7�! (Ay21 +Bs : ::: : Ay25 +Bs : �(A+ 5B)s):In order that (A+5B)3s3�P5i=1(Ay2i +Bs)3 vanish on Y it is easy to check thatwe must have A=B = �4. Thus j has the form described in the lemma as is easilychecked to be everywhere de�ned. �We remark that the map Y ,! P 61 described in [vG] pages 191, 218 and 220 isnot the one induced by their moduli space interpretation . The correct map is theone given in the above lemma.We see that j(Y 1) � (P 61 )s. We will let C denote the pull back to Y 1 of P 71 =P 61 .We will now summarise what we will need from the proceeding calculations.Proposition 2.5. The surface H2 is birationally equivalent to Y . Under this equiv-alence Y 0 embeds as an open subset of H2 and the action of S5 on Y matches withthe action of fSL2(F4) on H2 under an isomorphism S5 �= fSL2(F4) (which is uniqueup to inner automorphism). Moreover there is a P1-bundle for the Zariski topologyC=Y 1 which has an action of fSL2(F4) compatible with the action on Y 1 and sixsections s1; :::; s6 such that if � 2 fSL2(F4) then� � si = s~|(�)i � �:If y is a geometric point of Y 0 then the principally polarised abelian surface whichis parametrised by y can be realised as the Jacobian of the genus 2 curve whichmaps 2 : 1 to Cy rami�ed exactly at s1(y); :::; s6(y). Over the fSL2(F4)-conjugatesof (1 : �1 : 1 : �1 : 0) the six sections s1; :::; s6 coalesce in pairs.Proof. The only part which needs further explanation is the �nal sentence. Notethat j(1 : �1 : 1 : �1 : 0) = (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : �1 : 1). Also from the formulaein [DO] pages 15-17 we see that (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : �1 : 1) parametrises 6-tuples(P;Q;R;R;Q; P ) with P;Q;R distinct points in P1. �As H2 is a coarse moduli space we can not hope for a universal family of abeliansurfaces overH. However one might hope for a universal family of Kummer surfaces,



10 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR11or what comes to much the same thing a universal family of conics with six markedpoints. Our family C is probably such a family. At least it has a natural action offSL2(F4) and from a geometric �bre of this family we can reconstruct the abeliansurface associated to that point in Y 0. We can not use C to construct a universalfamily of abelian surfaces as there is no canonical choice of genus 2 curve mapping2 : 1 to C rami�ed at the 6 marked points. Also note that our calculations showthat C extends to a larger open set (namely Y 1) than one might have expected.This will be crucial in the sequel.The surface Y is not rational over Q . It will be useful to replace it by a relatedvariety X which is rational. In fact X will be a certain blow up of the restriction ofscalars from Q (p5) to Q of Y �Q Q (p5). More precisely consider the blow up X 0of Y � Y along its diagonal. It has an involution t which switches the two factorsand an action of fSL2(F4) which commutes with t and is compatible with the twoprojections X 0!Y . We also have a rational map� : X 0� !Ywhich takes a pair (y(1); y(2)) to the third point of intersection of the line throughy(1) and y(2) with Y . The rational map � is well de�ned outside the strict transformsof the subvarieties L�L � Y�Y as L runs over lines lying in Y . Also � is compatiblewith the fSL2(F4) actions on X 0 and Y . We will let X denote the twist of X 0 bythe homomorphismGQ!Gal(Q(p5)=Q) ~!f1; tg � Aut(X 0=Q):Then X inherits an action of fSL2(F4) and a rational map � : X 0� !Y compatiblewith the fSL2(F4) actions, all still de�ned over Q . We note that X is birationallyequivalent over Q to the restriction of scalars from Q (p5) to Q of Y �Q Q (p5).We let X1 � X denote the locus where � is de�ned and maps to Y 1. We note thatthe complement of X1 in X has codimension at least 2. We will also let D denotethe pull back via � of C to X1. It inherits an action of fSL2(F4) and six sectionss1; :::; s6.Over some non-empty open subset X0 � X, s1; :::; s6 are distinct and we canform an abelian surface A=X0 as the Jacobian of a genus 2 curve over X0 whichmaps 2 : 1 to D rami�ed exactly at s1; :::; s6. Then A comes with a principalpolarisation � : A!A_ and an isomorphism � : A[2] ~!W which takes the Weilpairing to the standard pairing on W . Note however that the construction of A isnot canonical and that A does not have an action of SL2(F4). Let x (resp. x) denotethe generic (resp. geometric generic) point of X. From the interpretation of Y 0 asa coarse moduli space we see that there is an embedding i : O ,! End(Ax) whichis compatible via � with the moduli theoretic interpretation of Y and such that theaction of O (via i) on Ax[2] matches that on W . In fact there is a unique such mapi. For if i0 were a second such map then i0 = f � i � f�1 for some automorphismf of Ax which is the identity on Ax[2]. We see that the representation T2(f) onthe 2-adic Tate module of A can only have eigenvalues �1. Suppose that f 6= �1.Then (1+f)Amust be an elliptic curve, A must be isogenous to (1+f)A�(1�f)Aand we have a non-zero isogeny(1 + f)A �! A �! (1� f)A;



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS12 11where the �rst map is multiplication by i(p5) and the second (1 � f). This willall be de�ned over a non-empty open subset U of some �nite cover of H2. Thenwe can map U to the j-line by taking z to the j-invariant of (1 + f)Az. It iseasy to see that this morphism has countable �bres and so must in fact have �nite�bres, a contradiction. Thus f = �1 and i0 = i. In particular we see that i isstable under the action of Gal(k(x)=k(x)) and so de�ned (non-canonically) overk(x). Thus replacing X0 by a smaller non-empty open subset we see that there isa homomorphism i : O ,! End(A) such that i(a)_ � � = � � i(a) for all a 2 O andsuch that the actions of O on A[2] and W match under �.We will let ~X0 = f(a; b) 2 (A�X0 A)[p5]jha; bi 6= 1g= �where (a; b) � (a0; b0) if and only if (a; b) = �(�a0; b0) for some � 2 F�5 . (Althoughthe construction of A is non-canonical, Ax is canonical and the only automorphismsof (Ax; �; i; �) are �1. Thus at least generically the construction of ~X0 is canonical(i.e. if we start with a di�erent hyperelliptic curve mapping 2 : 1 to F we get insome neighbourhood of the generic point of X0 the same variety ~X0!X0).)Lemma 2.7. After perhaps again shrinking X0, ~X0 is geometrically irreducible.Proof. We shall work over C . We can perform the same construction over somenon-empty open subset Y 00 � Y 0, except that we will use the equivalence relation(a; b) � (a0; b0) if and only if (a; b) = (�a0; b0) for some � 2 F�5 . We obtain a varietyZ=Y 00 which has an action of f�1g which associates (y; [(a; b)]) with (y; [(�a;�b)]).We will denote by ~Y 0 the quotient Z=f�1g. Using the fact that the constructionof ~X0 is generically canonical we see that (after perhaps shrinking X0) ~X0 =~Y 0�Y 00X0. After perhaps again shrinking X0 we may suppose that ~X0 dominatesX0. Assume for now that ~Y 0 is irreducible. The general �bres of X0 ! Y 00 andhence of ~X0 ! ~Y 0 are irreducible (in fact birationally equivalent to Y ). If y is thegeneric point of Y 00 then ~Y 0y is a �eld and ~X0y is irreducible. Thus the generic �breof ~X0 ! X0 is irreducible and hence ~X0 is irreducible.It remains to show that ~Y 0 is irreducible. We have a family ~A=Z of principallypolarised HB abelian surfaces with full level 2-structure and with a subgroup C �A[p5] of order 5 and a point P 2 ~A[p5]�C. (Let ~A = Z �Y 00 A and over a point(y; [(a; b)]) let C be the subgroup generated by a and let P = b.) Thus we get amap Z !H2p5 over Y 00 ! H2. Looking at points one sees that Z ! H2p5 factorsthrough a map ~Y 0 ! H2p5. Because [ ~Y 0 : Y 00] � 60 and [H2p5 : H2] = 60 we seethat ~Y 0 is birationally equivalent to H2p5 and hence irreducible. �x3. Abelian surfaces with twisted level 2 structure.We will now �x both a �eld K of characteristic zero and a homomorphism� : GK!SL2(F4). If V=K is a variety with an action of SL2(F4) de�ned over Kwe will let V� denote the twist of V by � : GK!SL2(F4)!Aut(V )(K). Thus wehave D� �! X1� � X�# #C� �! Y 1� � Y�:



12 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR13D�=X1� is now a P1-bundle in the �etale topology, but not necessarily in the Zariskitopology. We have sections s1; :::; s6 : X1� �K!D� �K such that for all � 2 GK�(si) = s~|��(�)i:In particular the collection fs1; :::; s6g is de�ned over K.Lemma 3.1. The surface Y� is birationally equivalent to P2 over K(p5). X� isbirationally equivalent to P4 over K.Proof. By lemma 2.2 there is a system of six disjoint lines on Y� collectively de�nedover K(p5). Blowing them down we obtain a variety V which is geometricallyisomorphic to P2 and has a zero cycle of degree 10 rationally de�ned over K(p5),namely the SL2(F4) orbit of (1 : �1 : 0 : 0 : 0) 2 Y (K). As 10 is coprime to 3 we seethat V ~!P2 over K(p5). (Because on V _ the line bundle O(1) �= O(10)
 (
2V _)
3is de�ned over K(p5).) For the second part note that X� is birationally equivalentover K to the restriction of scalars from K(p5) to K of Y� 
K(p5). �Proposition 3.2. D�=X1� is a P1 bundle in the Zariski topology.Proof. We will use Br2(V ) to denote H2et(V; Gm)[2], the 2-torsion in the cohomo-logical Brauer group of V . We must check that [D�] 2 Br2(X1�) is trivial. If [L : K]is odd then Br2(X1�) ,! Br2(X1� 
 L), and so we may reduce to the case that theimage of � is contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL2(F4). (We thank Bogomolovfor pointing this out to us.)The natural inclusion Br2(K) ,! Br2(X1�)is an isomorphism becauseBr2(X1�) �= Br2(X�) �= Br2(P4=K) �= Br2(K)(using respectively: purity for the cohomological Brauer group ([G3] corollary 6.2),birational invariance of the cohomological Brauer group ([G3] theorem 7.4) and thecalculation of the cohomological Brauer group of projective space ). Thus if x isany K-rational point of X1� then the map Br2(X1�)!Br2(K) obtained by takingthe �bre at x is an isomorphism. We see that it su�ces to �nd a K-rational pointon D�.Suppose as we may that im � acts on Y so as to �x the �rst coordinate. Then(0 : 1 : 1 : �1 : �1), (0 : 1 : �1 : 1 : �1) and (0 : 1 : �1 : �1 : 1) 2 Y (K) all de�neK-rational points on Y 1� . Above these points the �bre of C� has a rationally de�nedcycle of degree 3 (coming from the sections s1; :::; s6, see corollary 2.6) and so splits.We can �nd a Severi-Brauer variety C 0�!Y� such that C 0�jY 1� � C� (purity of thecohomological Brauer group: [G3] corollary 6.2, and the cohomological descriptionof the Brauer group of a regular surface: [G2] theorem 2.1). The �bre of C 0� atthese three points will also be split and so the restriction of C 0� to each of the threecopies of P1 that make up (Y \ fy1 = 0g)� is split (as Br2(K) ~!Br2(P1=K)). Wededuce that above any K-rational point of (Y 1 \ fy1 = 0g)� there is a K-rationalpoint of C�. Thus it su�ces to �nd a K-rational point of X1� which maps under �to a point of (Y \ fy1 = 0g)�.



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS14 13Let L denote the line f(0 : s : �s : t : �t)g � Y . Let y 2 L�(K) and supposethat, considered as a point of Y (K), y 6= (0 : 1 : �1 : 1 : �1), (0 : 1 : �1 : �1 : 1),(0 : 1 : �1 : 0 : 0) or (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : �1). Consider the blow up of Y� at y less thestrict transform of L�, which we will denote by V . It has an involution w whichmaps a point y0 to the third point of intersection of the line yy0 with Y . Let V 0denote the twist of V by the homomorphismGK �! Gal(K(p5)=K) ,! f1; wg � Aut(V=K):Then V 0 is isomorphic over K to the �bre of � at y. On the other hand V 0 hasa K-rational point, namely the intersection of the exceptional divisor with thestrict transform of the conic (Y \ TyY � L)�. This concludes the proof of theproposition. �The same arguments used before lemma 2.7 allow one to deduce the followingcorollary.Corollary 3.3. There is a non-empty Zariski open subset X0(�) � X1� , a prin-cipally polarised HB abelian surface (A(�); �; i)=X0(�) and an isomorphism � :(A(�)�K)[2] ~!W such that for all � 2 GK� � � = �(�) � �:Note that as SL2(F4) does not act on A=X0 we can not de�ne A� directly. Theabelian surface A(�) may be thought of as a substitute.We will let ~X0(�) = f(a; b) 2 (A(�)�X0(�) A(�))[p5]jha; bi 6= 1g= �where (a; b) � (a0; b0) if and only if (a; b) = �(�a0; b0) for some � 2 F�5 . Again,although the construction of A(�) is non-canonical, generically the construction of~X0(�) is canonical. Thus over K we have that ~X0(�) is birationally equivalent to~X0 and in particular ~X0(�) is absolutely irreducible (by lemma 2.7).Theorem 3.4. Suppose that K is a �eld of characteristic 0 and suppose that � :GK!SL2(F4) is a continuous homomorphism. Then there is an abelian surfaceA=K together with a principal polarisation � : A!A_ and an embedding i : O ,!End(A) (both de�ned over K) such that(1) � � i(a) = i(a)_ � � for all a 2 O;(2) the action of GK on A[2] �= F24 is equivalent to �;(3) and, if K is a number �eld, the action of GK on A[p5] �= F25 is via a homo-morphism GK � GL2(F5) whose image contains SL2(F5).Proof. Choose a point x 2 X0(�)(K). If K is a number �eld we may, by Hilbertirreducibility, assume that if ~x 2 ~X0(�) is a point above x then [K(~x) : K] = 60. LetA = A(�)x. The only part of the theorem that is not obvious is part 3. So supposethat K is a number �eld. If G denotes the image of GK in GL2(F5) �= Aut(A[p5])then we have that#G�G \��� 00 � ����� � = �1; � 2 F�5 � = 60:An easy bit of group theory now shows that G � SL2(F5). �



14 N.I. SHEPHERD{BARRON AND R. TAYLOR15Corollary 3.5. Suppose K is a �eld of characteristic zero, f 2 K[X] is a quinticpolynomial with discriminant d and L=K is the splitting �eld for f . Then there isa principally polarised HB abelian surface A=K(pd) such that L = K(pd)(A[2]).Hermite [H] showed that in the situation of this corollary there is a solvableextension K1=K and an elliptic curve E=K1 such that K1(E[5]) � L. However wedo not in general have equality, nor even an equality between K1(E[5]) and L(�5).Apparently Kronecker found this lack of equality unsatisfactory (see [K]).We remark, in the context of Theorem 3.4, that if F is a real quadratic �eld inwhich 2 is inert such that every � : GK ! SL2(F4) can be realized on A[2] for someabelian surface A=K with multiplication by OF , then necessarily F = Q(p5). Thereason is that then we could, for any prime p � 1 mod 5, �nd an abelian surfacewith multiplication by F such that 5 divides the image of inertia at p in Aut(T2A)and hence in Aut(T�A) for all � not dividing p. Thus [F�(�5) : F�] � 2 for all but�nitely many primes � and so [F (�5) : F ] � 2. Thus F = Q(p5).x4. Applications.Theorem 4.1. Suppose that � : GQ ! GL2(F5) has determinant the cyclotomiccharacter and that #�(I3)j10; then � is modular.Proof. After twisting by a character we may replace the third condition by theassumption that �(I3) is unipotent. Then by Theorem 1.2 we can �nd an ellipticcurve E=Q such that �E;5 �= � and �E;3 is surjective onto GL2(F3). Then we see byconsidering the action of I3 on the 5-adic Tate module of E that E is semi-stableat 3. Hence by [D], E is modular and so � is modular. �Theorem 4.2. Suppose that A=Q is an Abelian surface, � : A!A_ is a principalpolarisation, and i : O!End(A) is an embedding all de�ned over Q and suchthat � � i(a) = i(a)_ � � for all a 2 O. Suppose moreover that A has semi-stablereduction at 3 and 5 and that the representation of GQ(p5) on the p5 division ofA is irreducible. Then A is modular (i.e. a factor of the Jacobian of a modularcurve).Proof. Let � : GQ ! GL2(F5) denote the representation of GQ on A[p5]. The Weilpairing on A[p5] shows that det � is the cyclotomic character. Also �(I3) has order1 or 5 because A has semi-stable reduction at 3. Thus by theorem 4.1 � is modular.Let � : GQ!GL2(Op5) denote the representation of GQ on the p5-adic Tatemodule of A. Then � is either at or Selmer (in the sense of Wiles [W]), det � is thecyclotomic character and the reduction of � modulo p5 is modular and irreduciblewhen restricted to GQ(p5). By [D], � is modular and hence by Faltings isogenytheorem A is modular. �We remark that we have in fact proved the following more general result, whichit may be convenient to record here.Theorem 4.2�. Let F be a totally real number �eld of degree d and let � be aprime of OF with norm 5 (resp. 3). Let A=Q be an abelian d-fold with semi-stable reduction at 3 and 5 (resp. at 3). Suppose that there is an isomorphismi : F ~!End(A)
ZQ . This gives rise to a representation (well de�ned up to semi-simpli�cation) �A;� : GQ!GL2(OF=�). We further suppose that this representation



MOD 2 AND MOD 5 ICOSAHEDRAL REPRESENTATIONS16 15is absolutely irreducible when restricted to Q(p5) (resp. Q(p�3)). Then A ismodular.We should �rst explain what we mean by �A;�. Choose an abelian variety A0isogenous to A with an embedding OF ,! End(A0). Then let �A;� denote theaction of GQ on A0[�]. If for one choice of A0 this is absolutely irreducible it is forall choices of A0 and is independent of the choice of A0.Thus to prove the proposition we may assume that R = OF . We may choosea polarisation � on A and it is known that the Rosati involution it induces oni(OF ) must be positive and hence the identity. We see that the action of GQon T�A �= O2F;� has determinant the cyclotomic character and so det �A;� is thecyclotomic character. The result now follows exactly as in the previous proposition.We remark that the case � has norm 3 is due to Wiles et al (see [W], [TW], [D]).Theorem 4.3. Suppose that � : GQ!GL2(F4) is a representation which is unram-i�ed at 3 and 5. Then � is modular.Proof. Twisting, we may replace GL2(F4) by SL2(F4). By theorem 3.6 we can�nd an abelian surface A=Q , a principal polarisation � : A!A_ and an embeddingi : O ,! GQ all de�ned over Q and such that(1) � � i(a) = i(a)_ � � for all a 2 O;(2) � is equivalent to the representation of GQ on A[2];(3) the representation of GQ(p5) on A[p5] is irreducible.It is not hard to see that the action of the inertia groups I3 and I5 on the 2-adicTate module of A can be conjugated (separately) to lie in the group of matrices ofthe form �� 1 �0 1� :Thus, possibly after replacing A by a quadratic twist, we may also assume thatA is semi-stable at 3 and 5. Thus, by theorem 4.2, A is modular; and hence � ismodular.Acknowledgements We are grateful to Fedya Bogomolov, for explaining to ushow to improve our original argument for proposition 3.2 so that it would workover any �eld of characteristic 0, rather than just over Q . NIS-B is grateful toColumbia University for its hospitality, and especially to Bob Friedman and TroelsJorgenson. We are both grateful to John Coates for his support.References[A] J.Conway, R.Curtis, S.Norton, R.Parker and R.Wilson, ATLAS of �nite groups,Oxford, 1985.[AS] A.Ash and G.Stevens, Modular forms in characteristic l and special values oftheir L-functions, Duke Math. J. 53 (1986), 849-868.[D] F. Diamond, On deformation rings and Hecke rings, to appear Annals of Math..[DO] I.Dolgachev and D.Ortland, Point sets in projective space and theta functions,Ast�erisque 165 (1988).[DR] P.Deligne and M.Rapoport, Les sch�emas de modules de courbes elliptiques,Modular functions of one variable II, LNM 349 (1973).[G2] A.Grothendieck, Le groupe de Brauer II: th�eorie cohomologique, in Dix ex-pos�es sur la cohomologie des sch�emas, Advanced Studies in Pure Mathematics3 (1968).
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